imagine the whole painting. And if the whole painting is a single
grain of sand, imagine the beach, the coastline, the continent
rimmed by a trillion grains.

This painting comes to mind whenever I try to write about my
life. Sure, such and such happened. But what about that and that
and that, till the picture is jammed to overflowing, and I don’t
know where to begin.

I can still see the nurse — Sister Mary Something-or-other—
coming though the door. Her pale face peers out from her habit.
She regards me in my mother’s arms, tells me I’m tiny, then turns
and walks away. Correct me if I’m wrong, but the maternity
ward was on the seventh floor of Queen of Angels Hospital and
my mother’s room, facing south, overlooked the Hollywood Free-
way, which wasn’t nearly as crowded then as it is today. I remem-
ber her swoosh of afternoon traffic wafting through the open
window. Mother’s hospital gown was strewn with blue dots, her
eyes as bright as milk.

Which reminds me of when I twinkled in my father’s eye. I
was nothing back then but a yen for affection, a shimmer of
expectancy as he pulled my future mother to the sheets. Her
wavy hair splashed upon the pillow. As he undid the buttons of
her sleeveless blouse, he also managed to tug off his tie and toss it
over his shoulder. His zeal caused my mother to grab him and
laugh. His last thought before he was too glad to think: I wish I
had more hands.

But let’s go back further to the static of nonbeing, so like a
sandstorm. Every infinitesimal grain contained a vague potential
charge, a quasi-almost-stab-at-something, a not-quite-manifest-
ingling-of-matter. The air around me felt quiet but alive, like the
pause before a clap of thunder. The idea dawned that I might
take shape, might take my place among abundance. Life was so
much fresher then, my molecules as wet as drops of paint, my
soon-to-be memories too numerous to mention.

101 Ways
to Cook
Hamburger

Theresa Sanchez sat behind me in ninth-grade algebra. When
Mr. Hubbley faced the blackboard, I’d turn around to see what
she was reading; each week a new book was wedged inside her
book of Today’s Equations. The deception worked; from Mr. Hub-
bley’s point of view, Theresa was engrossed in the value of X,
but I knew otherwise. One week she perused The Wisdom of the
Orient, and I could tell from Theresa’s contemplative expression
that the book contained exotic thoughts, guidelines handed
down from on high. Another week it was a paperback novel
whose title, Let Me Live My Life, appeared in bold print atop
every page, and whose cover, a gauzy photograph of a woman
biting a strand of pearls, her head thrown back in ecstasy, con-
firmed my suspicion that Theresa Sanchez was mature beyond
her years. She was the tallest girl in school. Her bouffant hair-
do, streaked with blond, was higher than the flaccid bouffants of
other girls. Her smooth skin, painted eyebrows, and painted
fingernails suggested hours of pampering, a worldly and sensual
vanity that placed her within the domain of adults. Smiling
dimly, steeped in daydreams, Theresa moved through the
crowded halls with a languid, self-satisfied indifference to those
around her. “You are merely children,” her posture seemed to
say, “I can’t be bothered.” The week Theresa hid 101 Ways to
Cook Hamburger behind her algebra book, I could stand it no
longer, and after the bell rang, ventured a question.
"Because I'm having a dinner party," said Theresa. "Just a couple of intimate friends."

No fourteen-year-old I knew had ever given a dinner party, let alone used the word "intimate" in conversation. "Don't you have a mother?" I asked.

Theresa sighed a weary sigh, suffered my strange inquiry. "Don't be so naive," she said. "Everyone has a mother." She waved her hand to indicate the brick school buildings outside the window. "A higher education should have taught you that."

Theresa draped an angora sweater over her shoulders, scooped her books from the graffiti-covered desk, and just as she was about to walk away, turned and asked me, "Are you a fag?"

There wasn't the slightest hint of rancor or condescension in her voice. The tone was direct, casual. Still I was stunned, giving a sidelong glance to make sure no one had heard. "No," I said. Blurted really, with too much defensiveness, too much transparency in my response. Octaves lower than usual, I tried a "Why?"

Theresa shrugged. "Oh, I don't know. I have lots of friends who are fags. You remind me of them." Seeing me bristle, Theresa added, "It was just a guess."

I watched her erect angora back as she sauntered out the classroom door. She had made an incisive and timely guess.

The instant Grady shot from the pool, shaking water from his orange hair, his freckled shoulders shining, my attraction to members of my own sex became a matter I could no longer suppress or rationalize. Sturdy and boisterous and gap-toothed, Grady was an inveterate backslapper, a formidable arm wrestler, a wizard at basketball. Grady was a boy at home in his body. My body was a marvel I hadn't gotten used to; my arms and legs would sometimes act of their own accord, knocking over a glass at dinner or flinching at an oncoming pitch.

Grady and his family bore little resemblance to my clan of Eastern European Jews, a dark and vociferous people who ate with abandon — matzo and halvah and gefilte fish; foods the goyim couldn't pronounce — who cajoled one another during endless games of canasta, making the simplest remark about the weather into a lengthy philosophical discourse on the sun and the seasons and the passage of time. My mother was a chain smoker, a dervish in a frowsy housedress. She showed her love in the most peculiar and obsessive ways, like spending hours extracting every seed from a watermelon before she served it in perfectly bite-sized geometric pieces. Preoccupied and perpetually frantic, my mother succumbed to bouts of absentmindedness so profound she'd forget what she was saying in midsentence, smile and blush and walk away. A divorce a memory, my father wore roomy, iridescent suits, and the intricacies, the deceptions inherent in his profession, had the effect of making him forever tense and vigilant. He was "all wound up," as my mother put it. But when he relaxed, his laughter was explosive, his disposition prankish. "Walk this way," a waitress would say, leading us to our

singed out as a sissy, but I could have been just as easily as Bobby Keagan, a gentle, intelligent, and introverted boy reviled by my classmates. And although I had always been aware of a tacit rapport with Bobby, a suspicion that I might find with him a rich friendship, I stayed away. Instead, I emulated Grady in the belief that being seen with him, being like him, would somehow vanquish my self-doubt, would make me normal by association.

Apart from his athletic prowess, Grady had been gifted with all the trappings of what I imagined to be a charmed life: a fastidious, aproned mother who radiated calm and maternal concern, a ruddy, stoic father with a knack for home repairs. Even the Rogerses' small suburban house in Hollywood, with its spindle Colonial furniture and chintz curtains, was a testament to normalcy.
Bernard Cooper

Table, and my father would mimic the way she walked, arms akimbo, hips liquid, while my mother and I were wracked with laughter. Buoyant or brooding, my parents' moods were unpredictable, and in a household fraught with extravagant emotion it was odd and awful to keep my longing secret.

One day I made the mistake of asking my mother what a fag was. I knew exactly what Theresa had meant, but hoped against hope it was not what I thought; maybe fag was some French word, a harmless term like naive. My mother turned from the stove, flew at me, and grabbed me by the shoulders. "Did someone call you that?" she cried.

"Not me," I said. "Bobby Keagan."

"Oh," she said, loosening her grip. She was visibly relieved. And didn't answer. The answer was unthinkable.

For weeks after, I shook with the reverberations from that afternoon in the kitchen with my mother, pained by the memory of her shocked expression and, most of all, her silence. My longing was like a knell in my ears of my mother, whose hazel eyes were the eyes of the world, and if that longing continued unchecked, the unwieldy shape of my fate would be cast, and I'd be subjected to a lifetime of scorn.

During the remainder of the semester, I became the scientist of my own desire, plotting ways to change my yearning for boys into a yearning for girls. I had enough evidence to believe that any habit, regardless of how compulsive, how deeply ingrained, could be broken once and for all: the plastic cigarette my mother purchased at the Thrifty pharmacy (one end was red to approximate an ember, the other tan like a filter tip) was designed to wean her from the real thing.

Grady? What I needed to do, I figured, was kiss a girl and learn to like it.

This conclusion was affirmed one Sunday morning when my father, seeing me wrinkle my nose at the pink slabs of lox he layered on a bagel, tried to convince me of its salty appeal. "You should try some," he said. "You don't know what you're missing."

"It's loaded with protein," added my mother, slapping a platter of sliced onions onto the dinette table. She hovered above us, cinching up her housedress, eyes wet from onion fumes,--amok cigaretteling from her lips.

My father sat there chomping with gusto, emitting a couple of hearty grunts to dramatize his satisfaction. And still I was not convinced. After a loud and labored swallow, he told me I may not be fond of lox today, but sooner or later I'd learn to like it. One's tastes, he assured me, are destined to change.

"Live," shouted my mother over the rumble of the Mixmaster. "Expand your horizons. Try new things." And the room grew fragrant with the batter of a spice cake.

The opportunity to put their advice into practice, and try out my plan to adapt to girls, came the following week when Debbie Coburn, a member of Mr. Hubbley's algebra class, invited me to a party. She cornered me in the hall, furtive as a spy, telling me her parents would be gone for the evening and slipping into my palm a wrinkled sheet of notebook paper.

On it were her address and telephone number, the lavender ink in a tidy cursive. "Wear cologne," she advised, wary eyes darting back and forth. "It's a make-out party. Anything can happen."

The Santa Ana winds blew relentlessly the night of Debbie's party, careening down the slopes of the Hollywood Hills, shaking the road signs and stoplights in its path. As I walked down Beachwood Avenue, trees thrashed, surrendered their leaves, and carob pods bomarded the pavement. The sky was a deep but luminous blue, the air hot, abrasive, electric. I had to squint in order to...
check the number of the Coburns’ apartment, a three-story building with glitter embedded in its stucco walls. Above the honeycombed balconies was a sign that read Beachwood Terrace in lavender script resembling Debbie’s.

From down the hall, I could hear the plaintive strains of Little Anthony’s “Goin’ Out of My Head.” Debbie answered the door bedecked in an empire dress, the bodice blue with orange polka dots, the rest a sheath of black and white stripes. “Op art,” proclaimed Debbie. She turned in a circle, then proudly announced that she’d rolled her hair in frozen orange juice cans. She patted the huge unmoving curls and dragged me inside. Reflections from the swimming pool in the courtyard, its surface ruffled by wind, shuddered over the ceiling and walls. A dozen of my classmates were seated on the sofa or huddled together in corners, their whispers full of excited imminence, their bodies barely discernible in the dim light. Drapes flanking the sliding glass doors bowed out with every gust of wind, and it seemed that the room might lurch from its fixations and sail with its cove of silhouettes into the high October night.

Grady was the last to arrive. He tossed a six-pack of beer into Debbie’s arms, barreled toward me, and slapped my back. His hair was slicked back with Vitalis, lacquered furrows left by the comb. The wind hadn’t shifted a single hair. “Ya ready?” he asked, flashing the gap between his front teeth and leering into the darkened room. “You bet,” I lied.

Once the beers had been passed around, Debbie provoked everyone’s attention by flicking on the overhead light. “Find a partner.” This was the blunt command of a hostess determined to have her guests aroused in an orderly fashion. Sheila Garabedian landed beside me (entirely at random, though I wanted to believe she was driven by passion), her timid smile giving way to plain fear as the light went out. Nothing for a moment but the heave of the wind and the distant bunter of dogs. I caught a whiff of Sheila’s perfume, as tangy and sweet as Hawaiian Punch. I probed her face with my own, grazing the small scallop of an ear, a velvety temple, and though Sheila’s trembling made me want to stop, I persisted with my mission until I found her lips, as tightly sealed as a private letter. I held my mouth over hers and gathered her, resigned to the possibility that, no matter how long we stood there, Sheila was too scared to kiss me back. Still, she exhaled through her nose, and I listened to the squeak of every breath as though it were a sigh of inordinate pleasure. Diving within myself, I monitored my heartbeat and respiration, trying to will stimulation into being, and all the while an image intruded, an image of Grady erupting from our pool, rivulets of water sliding down his chest. “Change,” shouted Debbie, switching on the light. Sheila thanked me, pulled away, and continued her routine of gracious terror with every boy throughout the room. It didn’t matter whom I held — Margaret Sims, Betty Vernon, Elizabeth Lee — my experiment was a failure; I continued to picture Grady’s wet chest, and Debbie would bellow “Change!” with such fervor, it could have been my own voice, my own incessant reprimand.

Our hostess commandeered the light switch for nearly half an hour. Whenever the light came on, I watched Grady pivot his head toward the newest prospect, his eyebrows arched in expectation, his neck blooming with hickeys, his hair, at last, in disarray. All that shuffling across the carpet charged everyone’s arms and lips with static, and eventually, between low moans and soft osculations, I could hear the clack of tiny sparks and see them flare here and there in the dark like meager, short-lived stars.
I saw Theresa, as sultry and aloof as ever, read three more books—North American Reptiles, Bonjour Tristesse, and MGM: A Pictorial History—before she vanished early in December. Rumors of her fate abounded. Debbie Coburn swore that Theresa had been “knocked up” by an older man, a traffic cop, she thought, or a grocer. Nearly quivering with relish, Debbie told Grady and me about the home for unwed mothers in the San Fernando Valley, a compound teeming with pregnant girls who had nothing to do but touch their stomachs and contemplate their mistake. Even Bobby Keagan, who took Theresa’s place behind me in algebra, had a theory regarding her disappearance colored by his own wish for escape; he imagined that Theresa, disillusioned with society, booked passage to a tropical island, there to live out the rest of her days without restrictions or ridicule. “No wonder she flunked out of school,” I overheard Mr. Hubbley tell a fellow teacher one afternoon. 

Along with Theresa went my secret, or at least the dread that she might divulge it, and I felt, for a while, exempt from suspicion. I was, however, to run across Theresa one last time. It happened during a period of torrential rain that, according to reports on the six o’clock news, washed houses from the hillsides and flooded the downtown streets. The halls of Joseph Le Conte Junior High were festooned with Christmas decorations: crepe-paper garlands, wreaths studded with plastic berries, and one requisite Star of David twirling above the attendance desk. In arts and crafts, our teacher, Gerald—he was the only teacher who allowed us, required us, to call him by his first name—handed out blocks of balsa wood and instructed us to carve them into bugs. We would paint eyes and antennae with tempera and hang them on a Christmas tree he’d made the previous night. “Voila,” he crooned, unveiling his creation from a burlap sack. Before us sat a tortured scrub, a wardrobe’s worth of wire hangers that were bent like branches and soldered together. Gerald credited his inspiration to a Charles Addams cartoon he’d seen in which Morticia, grimly preparing for the holidays, hangs vampire bats on a withered pine. “All that red and green,” said Gerald. “So predictable. So boring.”

As I chiseled a beetle and listened to rain pummel the earth, Gerald handed me an envelope and asked me to take it to Mr. Kendrick, the drama teacher. I would have thought nothing of his request if I hadn’t seen Theresa on my way down the hall. She was cleaning out her locker, blithely dropping the sum of its contents—pens and textbooks and mimeographs—into a trash can. “Have a nice life,” she sang as I passed. I mustered the courage to ask her what had happened. We stood alone in the silent hall, the reflections of wreaths and garlands submerged in brown linoleum.

“I transferred to another school. They don’t have grades or bells and you get to study whatever you want.” Theresa was quick to sense my incredulity. “Honest,” she said. “The school is progressive.” She gazed into a glass cabinet that held the trophies of track meets and intramural spelling bees. “God,” she said with a sigh, “this place is so . . . barbaric.” I was still trying to decide whether to believe her story when she asked me where I was headed. “Dear,” she said, her exclamation pooling in the silence, “that’s no ordinary note, if you catch my drift.” The envelope was blank and white; I looked up at Theresa, baffled. “Don’t be so naïve,” she muttered, tossing an empty bottle of nail polish into the trash can. It struck bottom with a resolute thud. “Well,” she said, closing her locker and breathing deeply, “bon voyage.” Theresa swept through the double doors and in seconds her figure was obscured by rain.

As I walked toward Mr. Kendrick’s room, I could feel Theresa’s insinuation burrow in. I stood for a moment and watched Mr. Kendrick through the pane in the door. He paced intently in front of the class, handsome in his shirt and tie, reading from a
thick book. Chalked on the blackboard behind him was THE ODYSSEY BY HOMER. I have no recollection of how Mr. Kendrick reacted to the note, whether he accepted it with pleasure or embarrassment, slipped it into his desk drawer or the pocket of his shirt. I have scavenged that day in retrospect, trying to see Mr. Kendrick's expression, wondering if he acknowledged me in any way as his liaison. All I recall is the sight of his mime through a pane of glass, a lone man mouthing an epic, his gestures ardent in empty air.

Had I delivered a declaration of love? I was haunted by the need to know. In fantasy, a kettle shot steam, the glue released its grip, and I read the letter with impunity. But how would such a letter begin? Did the common endearments apply? This was a message between two men, a message for which I had no precedent, and when I tried to envision the contents, apart from a hasty, impassioned scrawl, my imagination faltered.

Once or twice I witnessed Gerald and Mr. Kendrick walk together into the faculty lounge or say hello at the water fountain, but there was nothing especially clandestine or flirtatious in their manner. Besides, no matter how acute my scrutiny, I wasn't sure, short of a kiss, exactly what to look for—questions, the flimsy evidence Theresa's claim. By the following summer, however, I had overheard from my peers a confounding amount about homosexuals: they wore green on Thursday, couldn't whistle, hypnotized boys with a piercing glance. To this lore, Grady added a surefire test to ferret them out.

"A test?" I said.

"You ask a guy to look at his fingernails, and if he looks at them like this"—Grady closed his fingers into a fist and examined his nails with manly detachment—"then he's OK. But if he does this"—he held out his hands at arm's length, splayed his fingers, and coyly cocked his head—"you'd better watch out." Once he'd completed his demonstration, Grady peeled off his shirt and plunged into our pool. I dove in after him. It was early June, the sky immense, glassy, placid. My father was cooking spareribs on the barbecue, an artist with a basting brush. His apron bore the caricature of a frazzled French chef. Mother curled on a chaise
longue, plumes of smoke wafting from her nostrils. In a stupor of contentment she took another drag, closed her eyes, and arched her face toward the sun.

Grady dog-paddled through the deep end, spouting a fountain of chlorinated water. Despite shame and confusion, my longing for him hadn't diminished; it continued to throb without air and light, like a luminous fish in the dregs of the sea. In the name of play, I swam up behind him, encircled his shoulders, astonished by his taut flesh. The two of us flailed, pretended to drown. Beneath the heavy press of water, Grady's orange hair wavered, a flame that couldn't be doused.

* I've lived with a man for eleven years. Some nights, when I'm half asleep and the room is suffused with blue light, I reach out to touch the expanse of his back, and it seems as if my fingers sink into his skin, and I feel the pleasure a diver feels the instant he enters a body of water.

I have few regrets. But one is that I didn't say to Theresa, "Of course I'm a fag." Maybe I'd have met her friends. Or become friends with her. Imagine the meals we might have concocted: hamburger Stroganoff, Swedish meatballs in a sweet translucent sauce, steaming slabs of Salisbury steak.

Burl's

I loved the restaurant's name, a compact curve of a word. Its sign, five big letters rimmed in neon, hovered above the roof. I almost never saw the sign with its neon lit; my parents took me there for early summer dinners, and even by the time we left — Father cleaning his teeth with a toothpick, Mother carrying steak bones in a doggie bag — the sky was still bright. Heat rippled off the cars parked along Hollywood Boulevard, the asphalt gummy from hours of sun.

With its sleek architecture, chrome appliances, and arctic temperature, Burl's offered a refuge from the street. We usually sat at one of the booths in front of the plate glass windows. During our dinner, people came to a halt before the news-vending machine on the corner and burrowed in their pockets and purses for change.

The waitresses at Burl's wore brown uniforms edged in checked gingham. From their breast pockets frothed white lace handkerchiefs. In between reconnaissance missions to the tables, they busied themselves behind the counter and shouted "Tuna to travel" or "Scorch that patty" to a harried short-order cook who manned the grill. Miniature pitchers of cream and individual pats of butter were extracted from an industrial refrigerator. Coca-Cola shot from a glinting spigot. Waitresses dodged and bumped one another, as frantic as atoms.

My parents usually lingered after the meal, nursing cups of